
How to get past the Gatekeepers 
and talk to the Decision Maker!

LS Platinum Workshop



I’m Tom Leto
Program Director - LinkedSelling

Hello!



And, I’m Matt Kersey
Program Director - LinkedSelling

Hello!



Why is getting past the 
gatekeeper so important?1



Where do I begin? - 
General Guidelines2



Don’t be pushy

Being forceful will get you 
NOWHERE!



Always be genuine!!

Be polite and have a good 
tone/volume to your speech



Do not pitch/sell to the 
gatekeeper.

They are not the ones buying your 
product/service



How to get to the decision maker -
7 Proven Approaches3



Saying the magic word

Please, please, please.

Example: 

Receptionist answers: “Thanks for calling the ABC Company, how 
can I help you?

You: “Hi, this is _______ _______ with (your company name), can I 
please speak with ________, please?”

1



Asking for help

If you don’t know the name of the contact you need to speak with, 
use the “I need a little help, please,” technique
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Treat Gatekeepers Like Gold

Gatekeepers are a wealth of knowledge, approach them as such!!
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Sound Senior
 If the Gatekeeper senses that you are their senior, they will not risk 
offending you by probing too deeply.
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Learn MMA Email
Use a first a email that doesn’t sell, but points out a challenge or 
problem the company has and the name of your business as an 
introduction.
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Screenshot Conversation

If you are already talking to the executive and they agreed to 

a meeting, email the receptionist before letting them know 

you’ll be calling at this time and include the screenshot
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Call before 8am & after 5pm

Most receptionists start the day at 8am and leave at 5pm.  
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Workshop5
Time to get INVOLVED!



Situations you’ve come 
across
Take a minute to write down a recent situation you had with a 
gatekeeper.

a



What tactic did we discuss that 
would work for your situation?
Put your answer in the chat and we’ll reminisce together.

b



Recap of Tactics

- Saying the magic word

- Asking for help

- Treat Gatekeepers Like Gold

- Sound Senior

- Learn MMA Email

- Screenshot Conversation

- Call before 8am & after 5pm



Q & A

Send us a any questions (VIA the chat) and we’ll 
review it live on the call.



Action Items

1. Identify 2 or 3 situations where you’ll speak with a 
gatekeeper.

2. Identify 2 or 3 of the tactics we discussed today that you 
will implement when you are talking with a gatekeeper.

3. Put your potential situations and tactics in our FB group 
for feedback.

4. Implement your tactic next time you talk to a 
gatekeeper and let us know your results!



Join us for our next session on 
December, 13th.

Thanks!


